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First Quarterly Meet of
Delhi
Orthopaedic
Association

Continuing wit
It was organized at SRS
Multispeciality Hospital, Sector
70 Noida, under the able
leadership of Dr.Vedpal Yadav.
As the President of DOA
Dr.Lalit Maini welcomed the
gathering of around 70 on site
and 1000 online. Talks were
delivered by Dr.Priyank Gupta,
Dr.Shekhar Shrivastav, Dr.
Dhananjay Sabat, Dr, Vinod
Kumar
and
Dr.Deepak
Chaudhary. Every talk was
followed by interaction on the topic with participants clarifying queries offline and
online. The SRS Hospital team had left no stone unturned to make it a grand event. One
full floor of the hospital was dedicated to the event with no mixing with any patient
area. All covid related protocols were strictly followed. The organisers took extra care
to welcome and facilitate the faculty and the DOA executives. The lectures were
followed by hands on training workshop on knee and shoulder arthroscopy. Four
complete arthroscopy stations were installed for the delegates to practice and learn
hands on. First time ever in the history of DOA, the organisers of a quarterly meet
contributed rupees twenty five thousand as educational fund to DOA. We congratulate
the organisers on conducting a complete program in all aspects in these difficult times

Announcement:
Dr.Ravi Chauhan Consultant Gangaram Hospital and an EC member of DOA has
been elected as the Hon.Secretary of ASAMI India

Master Class on Nailing
The first master class of this month was on intramedullary nailing on 7th February.
As always it was to re visit the evolution, basics and standard techniques in
intramedullary nailing. The session moderator was Dr.Punit Kumar Jain; the three
speakers were Dr.Anuj Dhingra, Dr.Shailendra Gupta and Dr.Rehan Ul Haq. A video
demonstration on saw bone tibia interlocking was shared for better clarity of steps. There
were many queries from the delegates, which were all addressed.

JCOT – IJO Scientific Writing Made Easy
On 21st February the regular scientific writing
event of DOA was conducted. As always it
was in collaboration of the editorial teams of
JCOT & IJO. It was an online event so even
faculty from outside Delhi and India were
involved. There were 19 faculty members who
participated in this 4-hour event. For first time
the event was co streamed by ortho TV. There
were a total of 3000 delegates who attended the event. Newer before a scientific writing
event has been attended by such large number of delegates. The sessions were on very
practical topics and each session had almost an hour of panel discussion.

DOA Sports meet
As is the theme of this year, beyond orthopaedic
talents are being encouraged. On 21st of February
sports meet of DOA was organized. The flag
bearers of this event were Dr. Barjinder Singh and
Dr.Vijay Sharma. It was organized at AIIMS
Gymkhana, with badminton and table tennis as the
two events. It was an excellent central venue with
very good arrangements. There was a very good
Sunday morning gathering with almost 70 members
flexing their muscles.

The event was well appreciated by all. A most awaited one to meet and greet friends. All
the members who participated were facilitated with medals and the winners were given
some lovely trophies. There was ample space for practice and rest. The event was from 9
am to 2 pm with good refreshments through out. Tea and pakodas to start with; fruits and
Chole bhaturae to end with. The valedictory was graced by two past presidents of DOA;
Dr.Anmol Maria and Dr.Dhananjay Gupta.

CDOA NEWS
CDOA had its first physical meeting after
COVID on 24th Dec 2020 at Baithak
Restaurant, East Patel Nagar. 15 members
attended it. There was case discussion on
complex trauma of lower limb, difficult TKR in
deformed legs.There was presentation on
anti arthritic drugs and discussion on various
Calcium preparations and how to choose one

Forthcoming Events

